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JERUSALEM-CHOSEN BY GOD

INTRODUCTION
"Awake, awake, Put on thy strength, 0, Zion; Put on thy beautiful

garments, 0, Jerusalem, the holy city" (Isaiah 52:1). The prophet Isaiah
crowns Jerusalem "the holy city." But Jerusalem's original holiness,'
according to a number of Midrashic sources, is intrinsic~dating to its
very creation-and is not dependent upon any human act. Its intrinsic
holiness may be similar in nature to that of Eretz Yisrael, which possesses
at least two dimensions of holiness. The first is its primordial (or perhaps
inchoate) holiness. The second is the holiness that activates the various
mitsvot hatluyot ba' aretz, those commandments which are connected with

the Land. This latter holiness requires certain human acts of sanctification
in order to be put into effect. The first does not.2
THE SITE OF THE ALTAR

In Midrash Rabbah (Genesis 14:8), we find the following discussion
regarding the site of the altar:
"From the earth"-R. Bcrekhiah and R. Helbo said in the name of R. Shmuel,
r"from the earth" tells us that man was 1 created from the site of his atonement, as is

said (Exodus 20:24), "Build me an altar of earth." The Holy one, blessed be He,
said, "I will create him from (the earth ofJ the site of his atonement (i.c., the site of
the altar in Jerusalem) that he may endure.

And, similarly, in the name of R. Yehuda Ben Pazi: "The site of the
altar was established prior to man's creation" (TJ Nazir 7:2).
A Hebrew version of this essay originally appeared in Sha-alu Shalom Yerushalayim. It was translated
into English by Chaim Mayerson.
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It is the same altar upon which Adam had sacrificed; it is the same altar upon which

Cain and Abel had sacrificed; it is the same altar upon which Noah and his sons
sacrificed. As is written, "And Noah built an altar to God" (Genesis 8:20); this
verse means that Noah built the altar upon which his forbears had sacrificed. (Pirkei
de Rabi Eliezer, 31)

In other words, thc site was not sanctified simply by virtue of these
various aets of sacrifice. On the contrary, the site of the Temple altar had
been detcrmined in advance. The sitc selected for the altar (whose holi-

ncss was recognized by Adam, Cain, Abel, and Noah) was the place
which had already been sanctified. It was from the earth of this very spot
that Adam had bcen created. Indeed, the ancients sacrificed there bccause
of the intrinsic holiness of the place. Having done so, they added to its
sanctity; they did not, however, create it.
Rambam3 writes that the site of thc altar is "mekhuvan me'od

(carefully calculated)." By way of explanation he cites, inter alia, the
saerifices of Adam, Abel, Cain, and Noah. Apparently, these sacrifices
are themselvcs part and pareel of the sanctification and part of the reason

why thc site may not be altered. Thc sanctifying cffect of these early
sacrifices, at least those of Noah, is mentioned quite distinctly in the

Mldrash Tadshe:4 "And Jeremiah wailed when he saw the ashes of thc
place sanctificd from the days of Noah, as it is said, 'And he wil dwell in
the tcnts of Shem'" (Genesis 9:27).
SHALEM IS JERUSALEM

All the above sources, however, relate only to the site of the altar;
they do not discuss any intrinsic sanctity of Jerusalem as a whole. We find

a first hint in the biblical narrative of Jerusalcm's uniqucncss with the
introduction of "Malkitsedek, King of Shalcm" (Gencsis 14:18). According to the Midrash,5 Shalem, so named by Shem son of Noah, is to be

identified with Jerusalem. The Midrash supports its eontention with a
passage from Psalms (76:3), "In Shalem also is set His tabernaelc."
Ramban, as well, accepts this notion, commenting on this vcrse in Genesis:
(Shalcm) is Jerusalem as is written "In Shalem also is set His tabernacle." And its
king in the time of Joshua was known as Adoßitsedek, for the nations knew from
time immemorial that it was the most favored place in the settled world, or they
knew by tradition that it was located directly opposite the heavenly Temple, the
dwelling of God's Shckhina, which is known as tsedek Uustice).

Bereshit Rabbali writes, "It is a place that matsdik (makes rightcous
men of, or confers the name tsedek upon) those who dwell there: Malkitsedek, Adonitsedek. Jerusalcm is called tsedek, as is written (Isaiah 1 :21):
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'Righteousness (tsedek) dwelt there.''' Thus the name of Jerusalem's
kings, the city's most ancient name, Shalcm, and its status as the seat of

the "Priest of God the Most High" all imply that Jerusalem's unique
character existed and was known at least from the time of Shem son of
Noah.
The samc Midrash explains the source for the thc sccond half of the

name Yerushalaylm. The root sh-l-m rcfers to the Perfect One. Abraham
(Genesis 22:14) namcd the site of the Akedah "God will see (ylreh)."

Thus Yerushalaylm is equivalent to "ylreh-Shalem, the Perfect One will
see." Abraham's words may be considercd prophetic: Because of the
akedah, God will see he-re in Jerusalem.7 It is also clear from the Mldrash
Tadshe" that the akedah constitutes part of the sanctification process. In

the words of the midrash, Jerusalem is "sanctified from the days of
Abraham as it is written, 'on the mount of Hashem Yireh.' " It is worth
noting in this context that Netziv (in his commentary on the Mekhilta at
the beginning of Parshat Bo) takes Hashem Yireh as referring to all of
Jerusalem (but more on this later).
The Hebrew word kadosh (usually translated as holy or sanctified)
means "separate and designated." This separation and designation is

accomplished, normally, by various laws, such as the laws of the sanctity
of seier Torah, that of the priesthood, of saerifices, the Temple, etc. In the

case of Jerusalem, we know of no sueh legal expression of a sanctity
extant prior to any human act of sanctification. (Regarding the first,
primordial, layer of sanctity possessed by the Land of Israel, it might be

suggested that although that sanctity does not carry with it the various
mitsvot dependent on the land, it is, nevertheless, manifest in a requirement to settle the Land. Thus the requirement to settle the Land may well
have been in force during the seventy years of Babylonian exile, even

though the mitsvot dependent on the Land had expired.) In any case, the
nature of the sanctity of the Temple site and of Jerusalem prior to the
existence of any particular halakhic regulations regarding them requires
further elaboration.

JERUSALEM CHOSEN
Jerusalem receives a new status with definite halakhic implications
when it bccomes "the place which the Lord thy God shall choose to cause
His name to dwell there" (Deuteronomy 26:2), i.e., the site of the Temple.
In the words of the Mekhilta (at the bcginning of Parashat BO),9

Until Jerusalem was chosen, altars could be erected anywhere in the country IEretz
Yisrael) Once Jerusalem was chosen, the rest of Eretz Yisrael was excluded (from
the eligibility for sacrificial altars), as is written (Deuteronomy 12:13-14), "Take
heed to thyself that thou offer not thy burnt-offerings in every place that thou sccst;
3
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but in the place which the Lord shall choose. . ." Until the site of the Temple was
chosen, all of Jerusalem was a suitable dwelling place for the Shekhina. Once that

site was fixed fin the time of David), the rest of Jerusalem was excluded, as is
written, (Psalms 132:13) "For the Lord has chosen Zion. . ." and it is written (ihid.
v. 14) 'This is my resting place forever.'l0

It is clear from the Mekhilta, then, that there was a separate sanctification and a separate designation of Jerusalcm prior to the designation
of the Temple Mount as the site of the Temple.

The Jerusalem whose boundarics encompassed evcry point which
was considered suitable for the Shekhina is, apparently, Davidic Jerusalem. The precise mechanism of the Davidic sanctification, however,
remains unclear. Was the sanctifieation accomplished by bringing the Ark
to Jerusalem? Or perhaps it was accomplished by the thanksgiving and
song-the method used for incorporating new territory into the Jerusa-

lemIl Or perhaps it was by means of partition, like the sanetifieation of
the Temple.12 The meaning of a designation of Jerusalem prior to the.
construction of the Templc also remains unclear.
PRAYING TOWARDS JERUSALEM

The halakhic implications of the completion of the Temple for the
laws of sacrifices, tithes, ctc. are fairly clear. In addition to these, King
Solomon, in his prayer of dedication, adds a "new" law (I Kings 8:48):
". . . and pray unto Thee toward thcir land, which Thou gavest unto their
fathers, the city which Thou hast chosen, and the house which I have built
for Thy name." This is elaborated Upon in the Talmud.

He who stands (in prayerJ outside the Land of Israel directs his heart to the Land of
Israel, as is written "and they pray unto the Lord toward the city which Thou hast
chosen." He who stands in the Land of Israel directs his heart toward Jerusalem, as
is written (I Kings 8:44), "and they pray unto the Lord toward the city which Thou

hast chosen." He who stands in Jerusalem directs his heart to the Temple, as is
written, "and pray toward this house." He who stands in the Temple directs his
heart to the Holy of Holies, as is written (I Kings 8:35), "they pray toward this
place."
Hence, one who stands to the east (of Jerusalem) faces west, and one who
stands to the west faces east. One who stands to the south faces north, and one who
stands to the north faces south. Thus, all of Israel direct their hearts to one place.

Said R. Avin, and some say it was R. Avina, "What is the meaning of the
verse (Song of Songs 4:4), 'Thy neck is like the tower of David built for talpiot.'?
The verse refers to a hill (presumably the Temple MountJ to which all mouths turn
(in prayer)." (TB Berakhot 30a)

Does the requirement to pray to the Land of Israel and Jerusalem
originate in their intrinsic holiness, or is thc actual requirement in all cases
to face the Temple? If the latter be the case, then Israel and Jerusalem are
4
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specificd only when any attempt to face the prccise location of the Temple
would be clearly impossible. In such instances, facing Jerusalem (or the
Land of Israel), although a compromise, is acceptable.
"One who stands outside the Land of Israel directs his heart toward the Land." Do
not understand this to mean only toward the Land of Israel, but rather take it to
mean toward the Land of Israel, toward Jerusalem, toward the Temple, and toward
the Holy of Holies. And when in Jerusalem, one need not face Jerusalem for he is
already there. One must, however, face the Temple and the Holy of Holies.13

From the passage quoted, two things become clear: 1) The excmption granted one praying outside of Jerusalem or the Land from facing the
Temple is duc to the technical impossibility of doing so. One must, in all
cases, direct onc's heart to the Temple. 2) There is a separate requirement
to face the Land of Israel and Jerusalem which is independent of the

requirement to face the Temple. This is clear from the emphasis: "One
who stands In Jerusalem need not face Jerusalem because he Is already

there"!
Rav Ya'akov Emdcn takes a radical position in his slddur14 claiming

that facing the Land of Israel rather than Jerusalem was a halakhic
concession granted to those living abroad, on the presumption that thcy
arc incapable (anoos) of facing Jerusalem. Anyone able to reaeh the Land
of Israel may no longer be eonsidered complctely incapable (anoos

gamur). For such an individual there is no concession, and merely facing
the Land of Israel is no longcr adcquate.
Does one face the Land of Israel and Jerusalem simply because one

cannot 'aim' more precisely from great distances, or does one do so
because of an indcpcndent obligation?" Although thc distinction seems to
be quite subtle, some possible consequenees will becomc apparent a bit
further on.

Rambam (Yad, Tefilah, I :3) writes that "all must pray facing the

Templc no matter where." If the words "no matter where" refer to "all

must pray," their meaning would be "no matter where one is when
praying, one must facc the Temple." If, however, they rcfer to "Temple,"
then we would be saying that one is obligated to face the Temple no
matter where it is loeated-be it in Jerusalem, the desert, or Shiloh. The
resolution of our question hinges on the interpretation of this passagc.
One can find support for the eontention that the phrase refers to the
Temple in Rambam's words in Tefilah 5:3: "There are cight things which

one must observe when praying, the non-observance of which does not
invalidate the prayer." In his elucidation of the eight, Rambam writes:
"What is meant by facing the Temple? One standing outside the Land of
Israel, faces the land; one standing in the Land faces Jerusalem; one
standing in Jerusalem faces thc Tcmple; one standing in thc Temple faces
the Holy of Holies."
5
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If the ambiguous phrase "no matter where" of Tefilah 1:3 refers to
"all must pray," then the passage from Tefilah 5:3 is a redundancy.

Moreover, Tefilah 1:3 gives an historical account of prayer from the time

of Moses until the present. Why would the Rambam have brought thc
regulation of facing the Temple in Jerusalem in that context? Why should
Rambam have written the same regulation twice? The requirement of
facing the Temple in Jerusalem belongs only in chapter five.

Furthermore, if the ambiguous passage in chapter one refers to the
individual engaged in prayer (and not to the Temple), a contradiction may

result: Although the passage from Tefilah 1:3 that requires facing the
Temple does not actually mention those engaging in prayer outside the
Land, it is probable that they are included. Thus, according to 1:3, it
seems that anyone cngaged in praya, whether he is in the Land or abroad,
is required to face the Temple. If this inference is correct, then Tefilah 5:3

represents a contradiction, since it speaks of faeing the Land only; there is
no mention of those praying outside the Land having to face the Temple.
The little evidence there is, then, suggests that the problematic

phrase refers to the Temple no matter where it is located. This rendering
also offers the better fit with the syntax of the passage. The subject of the
sentence, "all," requires plural verbs, and the verb used in the phrase" no
matter where (it may be j," appears in the singular, thus agrecing with
"Temple" rather than with "all."

Actually, it appears that each chapter of Rambam deals with a
separate regulation rooted in a different halakhic souree. The Kesef
Mlshneh eites as the sourcc for the passage in chapter one Mlshnahto Shel
R. Eliezer son of R. Yosi haGlil: " 'Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God; and
Him shalt thou servc . . .' (Deuteronomy 6:13). Serve Him through His
Torah; serve Him in His Temple." As the source of the passage in chapter
five, however, he brings the passage from Berakhot cited above.
The intent of the Kesef Mlshneh's distinction seems to be that when
the Temple is standing, there exists a requirement that service be "in His
Temple," and, therefore, all prayer must be directed to the Temple as part
of the service that takes place there. When the Temple lies in ruin,
however, the requirement of facing the Temple site as part of the Temple
service no longer exists. Nevertheless, even when there is no Temple,
there yet remains a requirement to face the Temple's site. The requirement

that remains originates not in the Temple service, but rather in the
halakhot of prayer-a requirement that anyone engaged in prayer face the
dwelling of the Shekhlna, the gate of heaven.l5

In order to concretize the problem, one might ask in what direction

people were meant to pray during that brief period during which the altar
remained at Givan after David had sanctified Jerusalem and transferred

the ark there? On the one hand, the preseription of "Serve Him in His
Temple" may have applied mandating that prayers be said facing Givan.
6
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On the other hand, Jerusalem had already been sanctified to be the
dwelling of the Shekhina, as elaborated in the Mekhilta cited above.'6 The
answer will, of course, depend upon which of thesc two regulations would
have more strength in the rare circumstance when they operate in conflict
with each another.
HOLINESS INDEPENDENT OF THE TEMPLE

A striking example of Jerusalem's having an intrinsie holiness which
is independent of the existence of a functioning Temple appears in Hilkhot

Reit haBehirah of RambamP There we find that sacrifices may be
offered in Jerusalem after the destruction of the Temple and that all other
laws dependent upon Jerusalem remain in force as welL. Thus, kodashlm

kalim are eaten there as is ma' aser shenl even though there is no Temple.
Mlnhat Hinukh18 raises an extremely novel possibility. Perhaps Jeru-

salem's intrinsic holiness would, even in our time, render tithes taken
from trees in Jerusalem obligatory according to Torah law. This, he

suggests, may be the case even though the holiness of the Land of Israel,
for the purpose of the Land-dcpendent mitsvot (the "second layer of

holiness" discussed above), has expired. Others have discussed this issue
at some length19

The requirement that kodashim kalim and ma'aser sheni be eaten in
Jerusalem and only in Jerusalem is another expression of thc city's
sanctity. There are three possible approaches to understanding this
requirement.
The first is that the eating of kodashim kalim and ma' aser shenl was
originally restricted to mahaneh Yisrael, the Israelite camp as it existed
during the wanderings in the desert. Mahaneh Yisrael finds its halakhic

equivalent in every walled city in the Land of IsraeL. Thus, in theory,
kodashim kalim could be eaten in any walled city in the Land. It is
impossible to do so, however, due to a "technical" problem. Once

kodashim kalim leave Jerusalem they become unfit. Since it is impossible
to eat kodashlm kalim in some other walled city without first removing
them from Jerusalem, de facto, they can be eaten only there.
With regard to ma' aser sheni there is a different reason~a specific

prohibition against eating ma'aser shenl anywhere but Jerusalem. This
view docs not posit any Intrinsic holiness for Jerusalem. This is the view
of Mabit20 (and apparently is not consistent with the Mekhilta2'). This

opinion forces a fairly improbable explanation of mishnahyot found in
Kelim (1:6-8):
There are ten levels of holiness. . . . Walled cities have a higher level of holiness
than the rest of the Land of Israel for the lepers are sent away (from theml; and
although one may transport the dead within the city as much as desired, once a body
has left the city gates, it may not be returned.
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(The area) within the wall (of Jerusaleml has yet a higher level of holiness,
for one may eat kodashim kalim and ma'aser sheni there.

Mabit wil be forced to explain that there is no essential diffcrence at
all between the holiness of Jerusalem and that of other walled cities. What
the Mishnah records here is not, thcrefore, a differential in intrinsic
holiness but rather differences originating in the special cases of ma' aser

shenl and kodashim kalim. The ease of ma' aser sheni is rooted not in the
greater holiness of Jerusalem, but in a specific prohibition that applies
only to ma'aser shenl. Similarly, the case of kodashlm kalim turns not on
Jerusalem's sanctity, but on a technical problem. Thus the terminology of
thc Mlshnah-"a higher level of holiness (literally more sanctified)"-

does not mean that Jerusalem is holier than any other walled city. It is
simply an inventory of halakhic regulations.
The second approach yields a more straightforward reading of the
Mishnah. The eating of kodashlm kalim and ma' aser shenl derives from
Jerusalem's being the walled city that contains thc site of the Temple. This
approach accounts well for Rambam cited above,22 according to whieh

the holiness of Jerusalem remains in effect even after destruction of the
Temple. Rambam brings this ruling in the same context that he rules that
the holiness of the Temple site rcmains in effect since "the Shekhlna does
not expire." Tosa/ot23 also comment that it would be unimaginable for the
holiness of Jerusalem to remain in force if the holiness of the Temple site
were to expire.24
An interesting third approach is found in the writings of

the Netziv.25

His opinion is based on the passage from the M ekhilta at the beginning of

Bo already cited: "Even before the Temple was constructed, Jerusalem
was ra 'ui laShekhlna-suitable for the Shekhlna." Netziv explains,

"Jerusalem is holy even without the Temple, as is written 'on Mount
Hashem Yireh'" (Genesis 22:14).
He goes on to consider the status of Jerusalem's holiness even if thc

holiness of the Temple site expired with the destruction. "And even if we

conclude that the Temple is not holy when it is in ruin, Jerusalem
(nevertheless) remains holy and retains the status of "before God." The

entire city would be suitable for the construction of a ncw Temple."

This last point, of course, is only a theoretical one: "Nevertheless,
we rule that one can still bring sacrifiees in Jerusalem even though the
Temple does not stand, as the Temple site has a perpetual holiness." In
any case, according to Netziv, Jerusalem possesses an intrinsic holiness of

"suitable for the Temple" and this is the practical meaning of the term
"suitable for the Shekhlna" found in the Mekhllta.

Accordingly, we have a new interpretation of Rambam's ruling that
the sanctity of Jerusalem never expired. According to Netziv, it is rooted
not in Rambam's opinion that the Temple site's sanctity never expired.

Jerusalem has always possessed an Intrinsic holiness, and it is as a
8
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consequence of this a priori holiness that she was chosen as the site of the
Temple. This approach, of eourse, is the reverse of the previous onc that
Jerusalem's holiness derives from the site of the Temple located within.

LULAV IN THE TEMPLE
In Sukkah,26 we find that" at first, the lulav was taken in the Temple
all seven days of Sukkot and in the countryside only on the first day."

Rashi and Rambam disagrce regarding the meaning of "Temple" and
"countryside." Rashi27 explains that Jerusalem has the status of countryside. Rambam, in his commentary on the Mishnah rulcs that "countryside" means everywherc outside of Jerusalem.
Arukh LaNer28 explains that the disagreement hinges on the question
of whether Jerusalem is included in the intent of the verse "and you shall
rejoiee before the Lord your God for seven days" (Leviticus 24:40).
Rambam, aceording to Arukh LaNer, holds that all of Jerusalem has the
status of before the Lord, as is written regarding ma' aser shenl, ". . . and

you shall cat before the Lord thy God" (Deuteronomy 14:23); ma'aser
shenl, after all, may be eaten anywhere within Jerusalem.
How sweet are thc words of Arukh LaNer according to Netziv's
approach! For Netziv, "beforc the Lord" is to be understood as suitable
for the Shekhlna. Thus Jerusalem will have the same status as the Temple
regarding any matter of "before thc Lord."
Aceordingly, a difficult opinion of Eln Ya'akov29 now beeomes clear.

Eln Ya'akov writes that the lulav is taken in Jerusalem all seven days of
Sukkot by Torah (as opposed to rabbinie) legislation even today!
NOTES
1. The terms holine_~s and sanctity, as well as holy and sanctified are herein used interchangeably.
2. See Karior Vaferah, chapter 10.

3. Hilkhol Eeit haBehirah, beginning of chap. 2.
4. Quoted in Torah Shelemah.

5. Bereshit Rabba 56:10.

6.4H.

7. See further, the comments of Rav Zalman Korn, in his Leshkheno Tidreshu, who explains the
need for an active human sanctification of Jerusalem in a hitaruta deletata subsequent to the
sanctification of Jerusalem at its creation by a hitaruta dele'eila.
8. Ibid.

9. Beginning of Parashat Bo.

10. The same passage appears in Midrash Shoher Tov on Psalms 132 as welL.

11. According to the Mishnah Shevuol 14a.
12. According to the view of Hazan Ish in his Novellae on the laws of Shevi'it.

13. Rabenu Yonah, quoted in Kesef Mishnah IIlkhot Tefilah 5:2 and in the Reit Yosef a.H. 94.
14. Su1am Reit £1: 6.
15. For a similar opinion see by R. yitshak Sender, Me'orei Tzion. The same point has also been

demonstrated by R"Y Kolitz, Minhat £liahu, part II, siman 2.
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16. Reish Parashat Bo.

Ct. comments afRav HOiwitZ, Yerushalayim beSifrutenu vaL2, chapA. p.92, who makes an

entirely new claim that Givan is actually Giva! Tzion, Le., Jerusalem.
A problem similar to the one discussed exists with regard to the Sanhedrin. The Talmud
(Sanhedrin 14b) rules that, ". . . then shalt thou arise, and get thee up to the place which the Lmd
thy God shall choose (Deuteronomy 17:8)," shows that the place (of the Sanhedrin) is criticaL.

The Mekhilta (end of Parashat Yitro) establishes that the Sanhedrin must be located next to the
altar by the proximity of the last verse of Yitro and the first verse of Mishpatim (Exodus

20:23~20:1): "Neither shalt thou go up by steps unto mine altar, that thy nakedness be not
uncovered thereon. Now these arc the ordinances which thou shalt set before them." So the same
question arises. After Jerusalem was already chosen, while the the altar remained in Givan, how
could the Sanhedrin be in the place chosen by God and next to the altar at one and the same time?
17. Yad Hilkhot Beit haBehirah 6:15-16.

is. 2SH.
19. See 1nrat Ha 'Aretz part II, chap. 2 and Hazon Ish Hilkhot Shvi'it.

20. Kiryat Seter Hilkhat Heit haBehirah chap. 6. R. Zalman Korn has suggested that according to the
:\abits view, it would be permissible to eat kodashim kalim in a walled city outside of Jerusalem

if they had been transported vIa mehilot-underground tunnels, since such kodashim kalim had
never passed through the walls of Jerusalem (and, therefore, were never rendered unfit)!

21. Ibid.
22. Reit HaBehirah 7:15-16
23. Zevahim 60b, s. v. Mai Kasavar.
24. So did R. Menahem Zemba, Hashem yikom et damo, wish to explain Mabit; however, a careful

reading of Mabit suggests that this is not his opInion.
25. Meromei Sadeh, Zevahim 60b Tosatot s. v. Mai Kasavar.
26. 41a.

27. s.v. BaMedinah.
28. ad. lac.
29. Hikurei Ya' akov 658.
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